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Japan multinational NTT DATA
Europe & Latam opens its new
office in Oviedo
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It is the first headquarters of this
multinational, a part of NTT Group,
to apply preserved biophilia, helping
to reduce the global carbon footprint
through sustainable construction.

German Rheinmetall completes
acquisition of Spanish defence
contractor EXPAL Systems, with
a factory in Asturias

Rheinmetall increases its munitions
production capacity, and the Asturian
factory would have easier access to
large international contracts.

Asturias is science,
innovation, industry,
business, and
entrepreneurship. Asturias
means future… Check this
video to discover the
#MissionAsturias2033.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/invest-in-asturias_asturias-means-future-activity-7095714660850515968-rdZD
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/invest-in-asturias_ntt-data-oviedo-activity-7092421270604017665-HzQ7
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/invest-in-asturias_defence-investinasturias-army-activity-7092519452616892418-BHs2
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/invest-in-asturias_asturias-means-future-activity-7095714660850515968-rdZD
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Agencia Sekuens, the main economic promotion tool in Asturias

The Asturian Agency for Science, Business Competitiveness and Innovation (Sekuens) is a public entity which reports
to the Asturian regional administration. It plays the role of liaison between companies and the different departments
of regional and national administration, business promotion entities, R&D&I support infrastructures, financial entities

and, essentially, those agents that have to take part in a business project. Check our web for more information.

Asturias has 13 public business
centres that help
entrepreneurs and small
companies to start up and
develop their businesses. They
count on technical advice
with specialised tutoring and
attendant, as well as project
seedbeds for the maturation
of the business idea. Read
here the main reasons to
invest in Asturias.
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science airport

July was the best month in
the history of Asturias
Airport, which exceeded
one million passengers in
the first seven months of
the year. 226,421
passengers, just over two
out of every ten, used one
of the international routes
from January to July.

The Nanomaterials and
Nanotechnology Research
Center (El Entrego) has
registered 65 patents in
Europe, America, and Asia
for its research projects
with inventions in quantum
technologies,
biodegradable plastics,
epigenetics, etc.
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